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Chapter 13:  

The Broker Relationships: 
 

For the SBS Treasury to fully manage the risk exposures 

associated with the type of position Rudi’s was proposing as part of his 

planned strategy - he needed full access to all markets.   

The proposed strategy called for large holdings of physical 

Commonwealth Government Bonds.  For the SBS Treasury to be able to 

manage the risk exposures inherent in that position, hedge and leverage 

positions will need to be structured in relationship to fostered markets - 

i.e. SFE futures and options, OTC’s and the like.  All the SFE positions 

will be done under the futures/FRA agreement with Bain Refco.  The 

OTC’s and other FRA type hedge positions could then be better managed 

via the spread relationship between physicals and futures.    

When the spread value closed and opened away from the true fair 

value relationship between physicals and futures - many opportunities 

would present themselves between both positions.   

What Rudi was seeing in his vision of how markets would respond 

as the planned ‘strategy’ played out, was in how it would be to the SBS 

Treasury’s advantage to use their natural portfolio position – and to use 

that position to develop ‘squeeze’ scenarios.   

This would present the SBS with a multitude of minimal and ‘no-

risk’ trade opportunities.  In markets terms – fund managers talk of 

‘naked risk’ – that risk being unhedged portions of a portfolio tat are 

deliberately left so because a market move was expected.  In the SBS’s 

case – the strategy was going to create and be responsible for the 

market move – to that end the SBS portfolio will be positioned to take 

advantage of the impending and expected market move.   

To do otherwise - when Rudi knew he would be creating the 

mayhem in the market - would be handing a intentionally orchestrated 

advantage to his competitors – Rudi could never do it and would not do 

it – his view was it he took the risk – he should reap the rewards. 

This would all be possible off the back of the ‘natural’ long position 

the SBS enjoys.  In a falling interest rate market – the SBS will always 

do well in the revaluation position – in a rising rate environment – the 

SBS gets hammered as capital loss revaluations become the focus. 

Before Rudi arrived – the portfolio was never hedged – it was all 

naked risk and had always been naked risk exposure.   

The events of the ’87 crash were not lost on the SBS Management, 

or what the opportunity cost represented if they had not of gone along 

with the restructure in Sept/Oct.  They may not have understood the 

total picture Rudi drew for them – but their acknowledgement that they 

knew less about Portfolio management than their new Treasurer – and 

then allowed Rudi to do what he did – gave Rudi tremendous confidence 

in his Management and their support for his actions. 

The only concerns that kept niggling away at Rudi were the 

repercussions if the markets discovery what he was up to – this made it 
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doubly important that Rudi had ‘outer markers’ in place to give risk 

protection to the portfolio.  

As long as the markets access to the physical stock freely available 

and they believed the stock was freely available - and that available 

market supply and demand managed - the spread value to futures could 

also be managed with futures and options positioning over the course of 

the spot contract.    

First and paramount to this strategy was the need for a full pricing 

options program.  Rudi needed to forge a relationship with a 

knowledgeable and slick options market maker.  Someone who could 

offer Rudi tight spreads for large volumes.    

Some discrete enquiries revealed and pointed to an options trader 

named Manny Eggermont from Schroders.  Schroders were a Merchant 

Bank operation based in Sydney and with other State branch operations.     

  Over a period of a few weeks - Rudi had several lunch meetings 

with Manny.  The initial introduction was arranged through a cold call 

from Rudi enquiring about the Schroders option pricing software.  Rudi 

enquired as to its availability to corporate clients.   

Rudi had extensive knowledge of exchange and OTC1 traded 

options from his previous employs.  The SFE financial option market was 

developing and volumes were increasing.  The immediate problem had a 

number of the option market makers burned in the Oct ’87 crash.  Their 

employers had ‘clipped their wings’ so to speak and their visibility was 

absent in the market arena.      

Rudi’s concern was large volumes shown to the market through 

the open outcry system would often make it harder set positions quickly 

at suitable prices and tight spreads.  The way around this was to pre-

arrange the trade and have the brokers execute a ‘cross’ on the SFE 

floor at an agreed price.   

Schroders were one of the outfits that survived the crash and 

survived well.  These option market makers made book around the need 

for investors who wanted to buy insurance against or leverage their 

positions.  Granting or selling the option and managing that risk 

exposure was how the option traders made their living.  The premiums 

rose and fell with price volatility and option market makers loved 

volatility – they got paid higher premiums for the same amount of work 

be it that the risks were a little bigger.  Ut for a good options trader who 

knew the liquidity of his market – risk is what drives their profit 

margins.  By all accounts – Manny was very good at what he did. 

Manny and Rudi were drawn to eachother during those first 

meetings.  Rudi could easily identify with the mantra of an options 

trader.  The way Manny viewed the market was closely aligned to his 

own views on market risk and exposures.  That view being the want to 

embrace the risk - and be drawn by the risk - because Rudi knew he 

was better at understanding and managing that risk from a market 

perceptiveness standpoint.   

Embracing the risk as opposed to shunning the risk - automatically 

gave you a head start in understanding how those who avoided the risk 

would respond during market moves.  Thee option market makers were 

the bookmakers of the financial markets.  The information they gained 

                                           
1 Over the Counter 
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from these hedging positions gave them forward knowledge about all 

the market players every operative wanted.   

Rudi absorbed everything Manny offered about the ability of the 

Schroders software platform and its option pricing structures.  Rudi 

never discussed his ‘planned strategy’ with Manny.  He just provided 

Manny with a picture of the sort of business he wanted to deal and how 

he saw the need for a ‘switched on’ options price maker.   

Manny was not stupid either and he knew Rudi was up to 

something but did not push the question.  They both were as honest as 

could be with one another - both knew their pistols were only ‘half 

cocked’ when they spoke. 

Rudi advised Manny that he just wanted to be able to manage the 

fixed-interest risk exposures of the SBS portfolio – it was information 

Manny knew anyway.  Rudi’s approach was in using options as part of 

that risk management. He further explained that he wanted to be able 

to price the ‘fair value’ of the options markets with several adjustable 

parameters - all controlled by a manual input - and a part of an internal 

macro structure within the software.  Manny became very interested at 

this point because he was looking for someone to help him develop such 

a program for himself.  They became linked from this point on – Manny 

providing the options modules he used and Rudi providing the 

spreadsheet calculus and structure Manny needed. 

When the project was completed - Manny had a deluxe version 

upgrade to his own software needs - and Rudi had his own option 

pricing software with all the tweaks bells and whistles he could ever 

want.  Rudi still has this software today.  

When Rudi incorporated the options program into his existing 

spreadsheet and integrated the pricing modules with the SFE futures 

pricing - Rudi was able to monitor all his futures and option exposures 

with the single use of a macro ‘keystroke’ after updating the market 

prices. The next stage was to have the futures prices linked to the 

software to update automatically – this was a plan and it never 

happened during Rudi’s stay with SBS.  

The manual updating still worked – it just took longer to get the 

result.  In using this tool – and when it was planned to drive a yield to a 

certain level - Rudi would be able to predict and see the impact on 

options pricing.  This gave him a lead into where existing options prices 

would be profitable against the new market yields.  The only thing left 

was to prove the softwares reliability in a real market environment. 

Options were going to become a very important part in the futures 

play Rudi was planning.  This software would be one of his advantages 

Rudi had over the rest of the market.  This advantages would not be just 

as the hedge tool that Rudi had indicated to Manny - or for the same 

purposes that Manny used his software for – Rudi had other plans.   

Rudi saw the value in understanding how this options pricing 

module would work from a completely different perspective.  At this 

stage he was playing his cards very close to his chest and nobody other 

than he knew what he was really planning.   

Anybody he had obtained information from or had assisted in his 

research to date had no idea what the research was being prepared for.  

Rudi was not concerned about possible leaks or discovery because he 

still was not convinced at this stage he was going to go ahead with the 

‘planned strategy’.  It all depended on the price action between the 
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physicals and the Dec ’87 futures contract between now and it 15th Dec 

closure. 

 

********** 

 

Against all the time pursuing all the research and preparation for 

his ‘strategy’ - the SBS Treasury continued to produce monthly – since 

Rudi joined in Aug – the SBS Treasury had contributed $3.5 million – 

Novembers contribution was just short of $1 million.   

Unbeknown to Rudi at the time - these numbers gave Cleary 

breathing space from pressures of his own.  The SBS was being target 

by the State Bank of NSW (SBNSW) as a potential takeover target.  The 

SBNSW already owned all the fixed capital and the reason for the 

merger overtones cantered on the past performance of the SBS.  The 

Treasury profits was allowing Cleary to grow the SBS and give counter 

debate to the merger overtones.  These times were crucial for the SBS – 

all above Rudi’s pay grade at this point.  In the inner circles of the NSW 

Government and the SBNSW – a deal had been negotiated in July ’87 

with the Commonwealth Savings Bank (CSB) to rescind a 1931 

agreement between the SBNSW and the CSB.  This lifted a restriction 

that the SBNSW could never operate a Savings Bank operation in NSW.  

THE SBS Management were very sensitive to any talk about a possible 

merger.   

The Treasury profits gave Cleary and his Management team reason 

to feel that they could remain independent and stave off any SBNSW 

merger agenda.  They also had political friends who wanted the same 

thing.   

The profit performance also had Rudi measuring the ‘Bonus’ clause 

in his contract. an eye on that total with respect to the ‘Bonus Clause’ in 

his contract.  Since his appointment - the SBS Management had yet to 

enter into discussions with Rudi about the Treasury Bonus scheme.  Rudi 

had elected to not raise it with Management - believing that it was up to 

his Management to honour his contract.   

He felt that if he initiated pre-emptive discussions - he would undo 

some of the goodwill generated with the current run of SBS Treasury 

profits.  Rudi’s view was now SBS Management’s turn to show their 

goodwill and intent to honour Rudi’s performance to date.   

 

********** 

 

During late November and early December, Rudi began to 

experiment with the spread trades between the 10yr Futures and 

Physical stock.  The three stocks he began to trade were the SFE 

benchmark stocks for the December closeout, the March ’97, September 

’97, and January ‘98’s Commonwealth Government Bond (CGL’s) 

maturities.   

He had already researched back six months of daily closing prices 

for both physical and futures prices.  He then used his spreadsheet to 

calculated the spread value for each maturity at end of day.  This 

produce absolute and mean averages for the spread values – smooth 

effects were applied to try and flatten the volatility of the spread moves.  
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This historical spread relationship was helpful in determining the spread 

behaviour and relationships to the individual stock values.  The June and 

September ’87 futures closeout spread action was what Rudi was really 

focusing on.   

It was also very important for Rudi to establish relationships and 

get to know the weak and strong price makers, and the positional 

traders within the fixed interest markets.  These positional traders have 

more latitude to hold their positions overnight  and with greater 

thresholds if their positions carried negative revaluations.   He needed to 

learn as much as he could about these price thresholds and the dealers 

who had them.  This would give indications to their trading limits – and 

their stop thresholds – both something Rudi would be able to use to his 

benefit at a latter stage. 

During lunches with Claudio and Bob from Bain Refco Futures - 

both were quite willing to part with information concerning which market 

traders used which Futures Brokers, and knowledge of their trade styles 

and usual volumes.  Brokers had all sorts of stored information about 

traders and Claudio and Bob were no different.  It seemed that in their 

developing relationship with the SBS and Rudi – this information was 

freely available. 

In the Australian marketplace - there were probably 30-40 serious 

players in the Fixed Interest market.  From that number - 15 or so could 

be termed heavy hitters.  The balance of market participants were day 

and spot traders, or hedges and arbitrage style traders.  All these 

traders used futures and options to cover their physical exposures on 

outright purchases, derivatives, and capital market deals.  

None of these traders had the muscle or inclination to force the 

market price too far from its spread relationship – these traders were 

the fodder that gave the bigger players the liquidity to get in and out of 

the market.  They knew their station and the game was played 

accordingly.  They all shit their pants when a heavy hitter came calling 

for a price.  

These traders provided tight margins on both sides of their 

motivating transaction.  The spread value was their concern – if it 

moved – they were forced into action.  

This required that they stay within the spread to ensure profits on 

the backside of their trade.  Being forced to deal outside those price 

levels on either the buy or sell side, would caused them to hit the panic 

buttons - forced them to enter the market aggressively to protect their 

profits and limit their losses. 

This type of market information and knowledge of other traders 

becomes very important, and is part of the trader’s repertoire they can 

call on instinctively when interpreting price movements in any market.  

A number of the 15 or so heavy hitters had 7-10 point/pip stop levels on 

their outright positional trading.  Once Rudi found out these levels for 

most of the individual players, the market became much easier to 

understand and interpret.   Pushing a trader to his ‘limits’ and beyond 

was an old game Rudi played in the Brisbane markets – a lot of Sydney 

players Had come from that school – Gappy being one and he was a 

heavy hitter. 

During this trial trading period a Fixed Interest broking firm called 

- Fixed Interest Brokers, was courting the SBS Treasury.  They had 
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heard about the SBS’s increased market activity and were not getting 

any of the SBS action.   

They did not know Rudi at this point but were hearing stories 

about some of their fixed interest activities in the market from other 

traders.   There were three main players in this broker market.  Fixed 

Interest Brokers, (FIB) was run by Warren McQuarters, Tullet and 

Tokyo, (T&T) and the other being MMD Guy Butler.  MMD – was Rudi’s 

old employer from two years previous.    

All these brokers started to make cold calls to Rudi around the 

same time and all wanted to canvas the idea of installing direct phone 

lines with SBS.  Rudi was quite happy to confirm these arrangements 

provided the broker covered all the costs associated with installation and 

the upkeep of the line.    

One of the brokers from FIB was named Steve Blowhard.  He was 

jockey size and a northerner from the old Dart.  He had a heavy accent 

and this was easily recognisable from any other voice that came down 

the squawk boxes.  He had the task of trying to land the SBS’s fixed 

interest business.  

Peter Fitzgerald was handling the account from MMD Butlers.  Rudi 

had played golf with Fitzgerald at Mona Vale Golf Course in Sydney’s 

northern beach suburbs when he worked at ABN.  ‘Fitz’ was more Bank 

Bills and as a result saw little of the SBS business.  MMD did a lot of 

Bank Bill business for the SBS when Rudi first arrived.   

Tullet’s were not really in the picture, and there was a real reason 

for this.  They had a broker there called Jimmy Titlow.  Rudi had been 

exposure to Jimmy when they both worked for MMD in 1985.  He also 

was a Londoner.  Rudi always had negative feelings about Jimmy from 

when they first met.  He was very good at his job and he brought a 

London style of broking to the Sydney markets.  Over the years Jimmy 

worked for all the main brokers and finally set up business for himself.  

It was hard to find anybody who he go on with.  He was just a little too 

confident for Rudi to completely trust – both as a broker and a person. 

Both FIB and MMD had their own broker price pages where they 

displayed client’s bids and offer’s and the volume available either side.  

Rudi had been given access to these pages but he was yet to use them 

for trading purposes.   

During Rudi’s Bank Bill dealing days, he found dealing with the 

Brokers far simpler then dealing with the market makers.  It was to 

become the same with the Fixed Interest markets.  Haggling over a 

price was old school – deciding at the market was less stressful and 

allowed you to do 3-400% more deals in a day.  

In the past - principal trader exchanges where traders had no 

screens to give indicative prices - traders would haggle over price/yield 

and this would establish the market.  These days the day traders still do 

this because they are fighting over the scraps left by the larger market 

players.  Rudi was beyond this one on one banter process and preferred 

to deal at a price of his choosing and timing.   

As a general statistic - for every deal discussed between traders 

only about 20-30% resulted in actual deals.  If you did a deal – 

someone had an idea where your position was at that moment.  Many 

traders prefer to keep that knowledge private and dealing with a broker 

did give you some anonymity for a period.  If the deal was significant in 

size or price – regardless of who you were - knowledge about the deal 
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would become market information  very quickly - particularly if you were 

a heavy hitter.   

At this point of the game - the SBS Treasury was still seen as a 

lowly corporate client and not part of the real professional market.  

Because of this perception - whenever Rudi tried to deal with the 

professional market - he was always offered a different pricing structure 

to professional traders.  This was another reason to go the broker route. 

In the coming months things would swing around – it would be the 

SBS who was the market maker, and it would be the professional 

market that came to the SBS for prices.  At this point of the game - the 

spreads offered to the SBS were always wider than the broker screen 

spreads.   

There was this distinct line between the professional and corporate 

market - and the professional market was still making up its mind about 

which side of that line the SBS belonged on.  

During November and after the Melbourne Cup function and the 

Two-up game, the SBS was in a transitional phase with the professional 

market.  The market was becoming more aware of the SBS and its plays 

in the market.  Their Corporate identity was changing and being more 

aligned with the professional market.  The SBS tended to deal with the 

same players when transacting trading business.  When new dealers 

rang, it was more about introductory type conversations than any real 

intent to deal. 

Bain Fixed Interest was one of the Market Makers who established 

a solid dealing relationship with the SBS.  This came from the Futures 

connection - and although they were different profit centres, and 

independent of each other - Rudi felt comfortable when dealing with 

them because of the Futures connection.   

 

********** 

 

In his past employs he had learnt many lessons about loyalty and 

about being able to trust market people.   His history was chequered 

when judging character traits – their collective egos, ethics, and 

morality were always getting in the way of being abe to judge their 

character when put under the hammer.  One such experience happened 

when a dealer from Lewis securities rang to deal with the SBS Treasury.  

The market had its own way to deal with wayward and unscrupulous 

dealers.   

Rudi had his first SBS exposure to such a dealer when he dealt a 

deal with a firm called Lewis Securities.  It was a cold call during 

November ’87 and Rudi had no knowledge of the firm prior to the call.   

Because Rudi had never heard of them - he was very guarded about 

what conversation he got into.  There was some general conversation, 

mainly Rudi trying to get a handle on what they wanted from SBS.   

   Rudi asked questions about their dealer accreditation and 

whether they had ever dealt with SBS before.  Rudi had no knowledge of 

any previous deals.  The Lewis Securities dealer could not answer the 

question either.  She wanted to offer Rudi some securities they were 

trying to sell.  After several back and forth comments about the stock 

and where the market pricing was for the stock - Rudi bid on the stock 

they were offering.   
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He bid well above the market and was surprised when the dealer 

accepted the bid.  Deal confirmations were read back and settlement 

price confirmed over the phone as was normal.  This was a little 

different to broker deals – they were confirmed independently between 

both parties and with telex confirmations.   

Nothing more was heard of the deal until a few days later.  The 

SBS Settlements Manager Sue Bennett came to Rudi and advised there 

was a problem with the settlement with Lewis Securities. She indicated 

that Lewis Securities were claiming they had no record of a transaction 

due for settlement - or of there having been a transaction completed.   

Rudi immediately recalled the deal conversation because it had 

been an unusual transaction.  As best he could recall, the deal was for 

the purchase of A$1 million worth of CGL securities.  That information 

was confirmed with the portfolio printout that had a ‘pending settlement’ 

flag against the stock.  In the interim period since the transaction was 

dealt - the price value had increased giving the SBS a substantial profit 

on the original purchase yield.  From Rudi’s assessment of the position, 

Lewis Securities were sitting on a loss of nearly $20k at the current 

market value against the dealt price.   

Lewis may have been selling stock they already owned from higher 

or lower levels. Rudi had no idea what Lewis Securities original position 

was.  From the SBS perspective, the deal was profit and Rudi was awake 

to what Lewis securities were up to.   

Rudi rang Lewis Securities and asked to speak with the Manager of 

the Treasury desk.  Mr Lewis, the principal came to the phone – and 

Rudi outlined the problem with the settlement.  Mr Lewis sounded calm 

and said he would check his trading sheets to confirm the transaction 

and get back to him.  Rudi had the name of the dealer who did the deal 

and Mr Lewis’s response seemed fair and appropriate.   

An hour later, Mr Lewis came on the phone and was immediately 

defensive.  He said he had spoken to the dealer Rudi named and advised 

she was new to the desk and was still learning.  He said his search had 

turned up no record of a deal being done.  As there were no tape 

recordings by either desk to confirm the conversation and the deal - the 

situation became a standoff.  Rudi had never been in this situation 

before in all of his eight odd years of dealing.  He had done thousands of 

deals over the years and had never had a ‘drop-off’ before.   

During the hour Rudi had been waiting for Mr Lewis to ring back, 

Rudi placed two related calls. One was to Bains Fixed Interest desk to 

discuss their appraisal and opinion of the reputation and ethics of Lewis 

Securities.  The other was to Fixed Interest Brokers for the same 

reason.  Both Bains and Fixed Interest Brokers gave Rudi plenty of 

reasons to be very suspicious of the behaviour and current status over 

the transaction with Lewis Securities.   

Apparently, the reputation of Lewis Securities within the market at 

that time had knowledge of this type of crap happening before.  A 

further follow up call to the ethics committee governing dealer disputes, 

AFMA2 - during the wait for the return call - indicated that without 

confirming evidence, AFMA were powerless to intervene.  Acceptable 

evidence was a recorded tape conversation, or some other record of 

indisputable proof was required.   

                                           
2 Australian Financial Markets Association 
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Rudi knew before Lewis Securities rang back that he was going to 

have to walk away from the deal unless Lewis coughed up.  The only 

opportunity to have the deal settled was if he could entrap Lewis in a 

web of lies and deceit.  Lewis proved too smart and experienced enough 

for that - he knew what not to say.  Rudi had to concede defeat and let 

the deal slide away.   

It was another lesson learnt and Rudi had his first blacklisted 

dealer.  This was another reason to try to do deals with brokers who had 

the tape recordings of every deal.  This was just as much for their own 

protection as it was for the counterparty dealers.  It would not be until 

after Mar ’88 that the SBS put in tapes to record all their dealers 

phones. 

After this experience, Rudi made a point to find out as much as he 

could about Lewis Securities and Mr Lewis himself.  The dealer who did 

the deal was gone from the desk a few weeks later and Rudi could not 

track her down.   

An after the event statement from her would have sorted Mr Lewis 

out with AFMA - and perhaps resurrected the deal in front of the ethics 

committee.  This would then have required some disciplinary action to 

be imposed by AFMA.  It may have even led to the suspension of Lewis 

Securities Dealers licence.   That would have been just retribution but 

there was to be no cigar down that road.  In the end, Lewis got away 

with it.  I any case the Lewis Securities event was quickly forgotten in 

the scheme of things to come.  The memory still leaves a bitter taste – 

but it one of many bitter pills Rudi is left to swallow. 

 

********** 

 

There were many other things on the SBS Treasury agenda, least 

of which was the ‘strategy’ and how all the cogs of the plan would work 

together.    

The yield curve relative to the fixed interest maturities was not a 

straight line.  There were billabongs all along the yield curve.  These 

were areas where less liquid stocks ballooned away from the 

conventional yield curve for all sorts of reasons.   

Smart operators dealing in these niche securities could make some 

huge profits by quoting safety net prices to forced sellers in these illiquid 

maturities.  The Stock Market crash was still impacting and as the 

weight of losses mounted - forced liquidations to unwind deals were 

common.  As long as these principal dealers had the client-base they 

could made good money providing prices for these illiquid stocks.   

This compared very differently with the mainstream liquid stocks.  

These stocks had very solid prices and volumes and traders were happy 

to quote 2-4 pip spreads.  It was the main reason the SBS restructure 

was such a timely exercise.   

There was no way the SBS Treasury would again delve into these 

abstract stocks having just restructured the portfolio.  Not at this stage 

anyway, and not until Smackers came on board and be in a position to 

at least offer a traders perspective on these stocks.  

Conservative estimates on how much DBSM had made from acting 

as agent for the SBS restructure ran into the $100’s thousands.  Rudi 
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believed in leaving some fat in a deal - but he did have another bitter 

pill to swallow when he realised how much fat he left in the deal.  It was 

long done and DBSM were still on the SBS dealer list. 

 SBS Treasury was still active in the Bank Bill market during this 

period – this was Michael’ s area as part of his trainee status – Bank 

Bills and the cash book.  His dealing spurs had advanced and he was 

proving to be quite the protégé.    

Rudi recalls a few days during this period when SBS traded some 

heavy-duty volume of 180 day Bank Bills over a 4-5 day period during 

November.   

The first deal was a $300 million deal done with ‘Hammo’, - the 

head Bank Bill trader at Westpac Banking Corporation (WBC).    

The size of the deal emanated from accumulated funds from 

pending settlements - and a view about a move in short term interest 

rate yields.  The continuing Central Bank flooding of the markets with 

liquidity since the October crash had created a buying whim within the 

market. Rudi was expecting a move in the six month Bank bill market 

and this $300 million deal was positioning the portfolio for that move. 

It was mid-morning when Rudi called WBC wanting to buy some 

six months maturities.  Rudi knew the Bank Bill traders from the WBC 

dealing room from his time with Richard Christian from the Ord Westpac 

Fixed Interest desk. 

During the first moments of the call Rudi made mention he wanted 

to - ‘buy some volume in 6 month bills’.   

Hammo said, ‘How much?’ 

Rudi responded with, ‘$100 million, maybe more.’ 

Hammo said, ‘No problem, at what price?’   

It was a short and to the point type conversation as most dealing 

conversations are when there is intent to deal. 

Rudi asked, ‘Could you do more?’   

Rudi was willing to go up to $300 million but it was unwise to 

disclose your full volume for fear of a price back off. 

  Hammo was a confident and competent trader and he knew his 

market.  They had dealt many times before - but nothing in the volume 

that Rudi wanted to deal here.  The next part of the conversation was to 

be very important.  It was the disclosure of price indications by both 

parties.  Rudi was trying to entice a price out of Hammo and he was 

trying to do the same.   

Hammo was on the screens as a seller at a fixed level for a shown 

volume of $20 million.  They were more than likely ‘Bank CD’s3’ and he 

would have more to do if that was the case.  It was common for Banks 

to issue their own CD’s when they had large daily or un-forecasted 

funding requirements. 

Rudi said, ‘I notice your selling level on screen and would be happy 

to deal the volume at 15 pips above the sell price shown’.  This was 5 

pips above the current bids shown on screen. 

                                           
3 Bank Certificate of Deposits, Banks would often fund their daily 

liquidity requirements with the issuance of CD’s to the professional 

market place. 
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Hammo responded with, ‘You are in the ballpark, if you want to do 

volume, how much you want to do?’ 

Rudi was at the point right there in showing his full volume.  

However, with the ease that Hammo indicated he was happy with Rudi’s 

offer as being ‘in the ball park' - Rudi mused that Hammo must have a 

lot of funds to raise that day.   

After a short pause … he backed off slightly and said, ‘I can do 

$200 million at 20 pips above your offer on screen’.   

This was at least 10 pips above the current bid price on the dealing 

screens.  Hammo’s decision was now based on volume verses price 

conflicts.  

If he still had large volume to move - he had to weigh up to what 

level his entry into the market with the volume he had to do, would 

push yields up.  If he got away $200 million in one hit, maybe he could 

dribble out the balance and have no impact on the market.  Rudi would 

tell Michael later what was going on, but for the moment he was 

listening in on the call as part of his training. 

Hammo had some idea that Rudi was not going to turn the 

securities around and dribble them into the market right away.  Rudi 

had told him he wanted to park the cash for a few days.  He felt the long 

end of the Bank Bill market was a little high in yield terms relative to the 

rest of the short end yield curve.   

He had been on the phone all of 2 minutes up to this point.  Rudi 

was feeling and understanding the mental calculations Hammo was 

making to himself.  He decided that the timing was right to disclose his 

full volume and hoped that it would help sway Hammo to make his mind 

up.   

Rudi then said, ‘I tell you what Hammo, I’ll do $300 million at that 

price if you can do that volume.’   

There was a slight dare in Rudi’s tone and Hammo paused.  The 

‘can you do that volume’ remark was a jest and attempt to bring 

Hammo’s ego into the equation.   

He put Rudi on hold for a moment, seeking permission from Rudi 

before he did.  Rudi confirmed the bid was still good.  Hammo quickly 

clicked back on and said, ‘I’m just checking for availability of stock’.   

To Rudi, this was Hammo either checking with his Management, or 

he wanted a brief moment to collect his thoughts.  He was trying to read 

Rudi and his position.  Hammo came back on the phone after 30 

seconds or so and Rudi was hopeful, but expecting a counter.   

Instead, Hammo said, ‘You got a deal Rudi’.   

The deal was done and when Rudi asked for details, Hammo 

confirmed they were WBC CD’s dated 180 days out.  

Rudi was right in his read and so was Hammo.  The deal never was 

disclosed to the market and whatever stock Hammo still had to issue 

that day, it did not have any real impact on the market.  It was a good 

deal all round. 

In the next week or so Rudi made over 300 bank bill deals and 

traded over $1.4 billion in volume in the same 180 maturity.  Rudi held 

the stock for three days and yields had fallen by 30 basis points before 

Rudi started to move the stock.  Michael had his baptism into the Bank 
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Bill market and learnt more in that week then most trainee dealers 

learns in a lifetime - SBS made over $750k trading bank bills over that 

week.  

Rudi shared some celebratory drinks with Michael and Smackers 

toward the end of the play.  This was also Michael’s first exposure to 

after hour’s market get togethers – and his first encounter with 

Smackers. 

Rudi and Michael related the week’s events in the Bank Bill market 

- also mentioning that their Bond volumes had increased as had their 

Semi Government dealings.  Rudi was eager to kept Smackers in the 

loop - and was still very hopeful that he would be able to make him an 

offer to join the SBS in the New Year.   

The month wound down with some more Fixed Interest traded 

settlements which kicked the monthly profits well over a $1 million profit 

for the month - most coming from the events in the Bank Bill market 

over the last week.   

 


